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Abstract
Web application developers often use RDBMS systems such as MySql or PostgreSql 
but there are many other types of databases out there. Key-value storage, schema and 
schema-less document storage, and column-oriented DBMS systems abound. These 
kind of database systems are becoming more popular when developing scalable web 
applications but many developers are unsure how to integrate them into their projects. 
This  talk  will  focus  on  the  key-value  class  of  data  storage  systems,  weigh  the 
strengths and drawbacks of each and discuss typical use cases for key value storage.
1. Introduction 
Web application developers often use RDBMS systems such as MySql, PostgreSql, or 
Oracle  database  in  order  to  store  data  persistently  so  that  it  can  be  used  accross 
requests. This data is often core  application data such as user accounts, text content, 
or financial information. These databases most often use the SQL language to retrieve 
and store the data which gives the application developer a large amount of flexability. 
In fact RDBMS systems have offered such a large amount of flexability that most 
applications have sufficed without using any other types of persistent storage. 
However, more recently,  RDBMS systems' flexability  in retrieving data has meant 
that they are hard to scale to large numbers of servers. Scaling to many servers is 
becoming more and more necessary as web applications are being used for more day 
to day tasks. Also, storing different types of data, such as state data, notifications, and 
other non-critical data persistently across requests has become necessary, increasing 
the load on database servers. Key-Value storage solves many of the problems listed 
above by providing a simple way to retrieve data quickly. 
This  paper  will  serve as  an  introduction  to  Key-Value  databases  and their  use in 
Python. 
2. Key-Value Storage Systems
There  are  a  number  of  Key-Value  storage  systems  which  are  popular  for  python 
applications. These systems vary in the features they support and the method in which 
they store data so their uses vary. In the following sections I'll explore a few of these 
storage systems, the state of their respective python clients, and their use cases. 
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2.1. Memcache
Probably the most popular and well known key-value storage system is memcached, 
developed by Brad Fitzpatrick for livejournal in 2003[2]. Memcached is an in memory 
Key-Value datastore in which expired and unused keys are discarded when a memory 
limit  is  reached.  Memcached  was  originally  developed  as  a  memory  cache  and 
because memcached data is not persistent it is not of much use beyond caching often 
used data. It doesn't store data less than about 1MB[3].
2.1.1. Memcached Libaries in Python
python-memcached is the most popular library for using memcached in python. It is 
implemented in pure python without any dependencies[6].
>>> import memcache 
>>> client = memcache.Client(["127.0.0.1:11211"]) 
>>> client.set("test", 1) 
True 
>>> client.add("test", 1) 
False 
>>> client.add("test2", 1) 
True 
>>> client.set("test", 2) 
True 
>>> client.incr("test") 
3 
>>> 
python-libmemcache is a library that is implemented using PyRex to interface with 
the C libmemcache using the same API as python-memcached[5].
>>> import cmemcache 
>>> client = cmemcache.Client(["127.0.0.1:11211"]) 
>>> client.set("test", 1) 
True 
>>> client.add("test", 1) 
False 
>>> client.add("test2", 1) 
True 
>>> client.set("test", 2) 
True 
>>> client.incr("test") 
3 
>>> 
2.2. Tokyo Cabinet/Tokyo Tyrant
Tokyo Cabinet is a C API developed by Mikio Hirabayashi for the Japanese website 
MIXI. The api provides methods for storing and interacting with a local Key-Value 
database. Tokyo Tyrant is a TCP/IP server layer built on top of Tokyo Cabinet[4]. 
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Tokyo Cabinet supports hash table, B+ trees, table, or fixed-length array databases as 
well  as  basic  atomic  operations  on  values  (incr,  decr,  etc.).  Tokyo  Cabinet  also 
supports extensions written Lua making some very interesting features possible (sets, 
expire(ttl), map-reduce, etc.) Tokyo Tyrant also supports master/slave replication.
Use cases of Tokyo Tyrant vary based on the database type but it is most often used as 
a  persistent  cache.  Because  some in  memory  caches  such as  memcached  are  not 
flushed to disk, if they are restarted they must be "warmed up" with fresh data which 
means that database servers can be hit with a lot of initial traffic. Persistent datastores 
wouldn't loose this data.
2.2.1. Tokyo Tyrant Libaries in Python
python-tokyotyrant is a older interface to the Tokyo Tyrant C API written by Chihiro 
Sakatoku. python-tokyotyrant uses PyRex to interface with the Tokyo Tyrant C client 
API but doesn't perform well with multithreaded clients.
>>> import tokyotyrant 
>>> tokyotyrant.open('127.0.0.1', 1978) 
>>> t['__test_key__'] = 'foo' 
>>> t.concat('__test_key__', 'bar') 
>>> print t['__test_key__'] 
foobar
>>> del t['__test_key__'] 
pytyrant is a library written by Bob Ippolito. It implements the Tokyo Tyrant binary 
protocol in pure python while staying as close to python-tokyotyrant's api as possible.
>>> import pytyrant 
>>> t = pytyrant.PyTyrant.open('127.0.0.1', 1978) 
>>> t['__test_key__'] = 'foo' 
>>> t.concat('__test_key__', 'bar') 
>>> print t['__test_key__'] 
foobar 
>>> del t['__test_key__']
pyrant  is  a  fork of  Eric  Florenzano's  fork of  pytyrant  to  implement  support  table 
databases and supports queries against these databases. pyrant is also implemented in 
pure python and uses the Tokyo Tyrant binary protocol.
>>> from pyrant import Tyrant, Q 
>>> t = Tyrant(host='127.0.0.1', port=1978) 
>>> t['i'] = {'name': 'Martin Conte Mac Donell', 'gender': 'M', 
'age': 26} 
>>> t['you'] = {'name': 'Guido', 'gender': 'M', 'age': 33}    
>>> print t['i'] 
{'name': 'Martin Conte Mac Donell', 'gender': 'M'} 
>>> res = t.query.filter(gender='M') # Query is not done yet 
>>> res # Here query is performed 
[{'i': {'gender': 'M', 'age': '26', 'name': 'Martin Conte Mac 
Donell'}}, {'you': {'gender': 'M', 'age': '33', 'name': 'Guido'}}] 
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2.3. Redis
Redis is a Key-Value datastore developed by Salvatore Sanfilippo. Redis is well 
known for it's use at EngineYard and github. Redis stores data in memory and flushes 
to disk periodically in a background thread. Like Tokyo Cabinet it also supports basic 
atomic operations on values like incr, decr, etc[7]. 
The thing that sets Redis apart from other Key-Value datastores is that Redis stores 
values with type rather that simply as a binary blob. It supports storing lists and doing 
operations on lists such as trim, slice, union, and diff. It supports lists with unique 
values called sets and sorted sets. 
Redis also supports key expiration and master/slave replication. 
Redis is often used as a "data structure server" because of it's support of operations on 
lists and sets. Github uses redis as a queue to store serialized data for running tasks (a 
task queue). It's built in support for key expiration makes it ideal for cached or 
temporary data that persists accross web requests.
2.3.1. Redis Libaries in Python
redis-py is a Redis python client written by Andy McCurdy. Much like pytyrant it 
implements the redis server protocol in pure python[1].
>>> from redis import Redis, ConnectionError, ResponseError 
>>> r = Redis(db=9) 
>>> r['a'] = 24.0 
>>> r['a'] 
Decimal("24.0") 
>>> r = Redis(db=9, float_fn=float) 
>>> r['a'] 
24.0 
>>> del r['a'] 
>>> print r.get('a') # r['a'] will raise KeyError 
None
3. Redis Libaries in Python
Key-Value  datastores  are  well  adapted  to  and  have  a  long  history  as  servers  for 
persistent caching. However, more recently Key-Value datastores are being used for 
specific kinds of list data that can be explicitly retrieved by key such as notifications 
to users, queues, and other temporary data. 
But many Key-Value server implementations can loose data if they crash or aren't shut 
down carefully. This means that most developers don't use them to hold their only 
copy of data without implementing some kind of more robust replication or failover. 
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For  performance  and  scalability  reasons  databases  are  starting  to  become  more 
specialize  more  for  specific  development  scenarios.  While  not  inherently  scalable 
itself,  Key-Value database storage can be employed with map-reduce or other data 
processing schemes. It also allows the storage and persistence of non-essential data in 
a simple way without using your main RDBMS database which might be busy serving 
requests for the application's core essential data. These specializations can allow your 
Python applications to scale at lower cost.
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